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Objective

Offering over 20 years of experience in implementing successful warehouse strategies and motivating
highly galvanized teams to produce significant bottom-line results. Distinguished background in
imported merchandise related costing and EDP works, pricing of the merchandise both local and
imports,overseeing the smooth flow of merchandise to the retail floor ,import clearance related
documents verification and clearance expenses verification, and warehousing operations. Exemplary
communicator with the passion and drive needed to cultivate and foster professional and profitable
relationships while maintaining trust.

Experience

Landmark Arabia company.
ASSISTANT MANAGER distribution centre(Supply chain management).

Managing the day to activities of imported merchandise related costing and EDP works
(ORMS,OWMS & OFIN). overseeing the smooth flow of merchandise to the floor without any
issues, such as Markup and Margins.

rectifying the inter company reconciliations of imports invoices,custom duty (bill of entry), input-
VAT and other clearance expenses .as per the HS codes and agreements.

Managing the S2P2P related works and system receipts.

Analysing the markups and margins.

Assists in audits and general ledger preparation.

Generating monthly GIT reports and reconcile with payments.

Al Wajba foodstuff and trading co
COST ACCOUNTANT

Analyze and recommend costs and cost savings 

Prepare and complete cost audits

Analyze the data collected and log a detailed records of the results 

Analyze any changes in materials or services provided in order to determine what effects it has on
the cost

Analyze manufacturing costs and prepare regular reports comparing standard cost to actual
production costs. 

Make estimates of new and proposed costs

Provide management with reports that specify and compare factors that affects prices and
profitability of products and services. 

Al Khereiji corp
WAREHOUSE IN CHARGE

Managing the warehouse operations.

conducting the inventory audits .

arranging the transportation of goods to the retail floor.
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A Rajab & A Silsilah co.
STORE KEEPER

Maintaining smooth warehouse operations.

Maintaining the records of delivery and receipts. 

Inspecting the receiving goods. 

Reporting to the management regarding the inventory status.
Leading the team and inspecting the routine works.

Education

Baduriya college, Mawanella, Sri Lanka
High school diploma (Commerce stream). 
Passed GCE A/L Examinations, Ministry of education Sri Lanka.

AKEPS
Diploma in computer studies 
Successfully completed

Institute of chartered accountants Sri Lanka
Passed licentiate 1 examination of ICASL 
Business communication-B,Financial Accounting-C & Business maths &data processing-C

Personal Details

Date of Birth : 30/07/1976

Marital Status : Married

Nationality : Sri Lankan

Driving license : Saudi Arabia ,Qatar & Sri Lankan.

Visa status : Transferable

Skills

Leadership 90%

Team building 90%

Language proficiency 90%

Adaptability 100%

Declaration

I hereby declare that all the details mentioned above are in accordance with the truth and fact as per
the knowledge and hold the responsibility for the correctness of the above mentioned particulars. - " "


